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While the molecular and cellular basis of self-incompatibility leading to self-
pollen rejection in the Brassicaceae has been extensively studied, relatively little
attention has been paid to compatible pollen recognition and the corresponding
cellular responses in the stigmatic papillae. This is now changing because
research has started to uncover steps in the Brassicaceae ‘basal compatible
pollen response pathway’ in the stigma leading to pollen hydration and germi-
nation. Furthermore, recent studies suggest that self-incompatible pollen acti-
vates both the basal compatible pathway and the self-incompatibility pathway
in the stigma, with the self-incompatibility response ultimately prevailing to
reject self-pollen. We review here recent discoveries in both pathways and
discuss how compatible pollen is accepted by the stigma versus the rejection
of self-incompatible pollen.

Signaling Pathways Regulating Stigmatic Papilla Responses to Pollen
In flowering plants the stigma is the receptive surface of the pistil for pollination, and typically falls
into one of two general categories: wet or dry. While pollen capture and hydration on wet stigmas
tend to be nonspecific, dry stigmas have a tighter regulation in accepting pollen because the
pollen must overcome surface barriers that serve to impede pathogen infections so as to allow
compatible pollen tube penetration (reviewed in [1,2]). Dry stigmas are found in the Brassica-
ceae, which includes the model Arabidopsis plant and Brassica oilseed crops such as canola
where seed yields are clearly reliant on successful reproduction. The Brassicaceae dry stigmas
are covered with papillae that provide a first point of contact for pollen grains during regulated
pollen–pistil interactions. At this stage, recognition events lead to the acceptance of compatible
pollen or the rejection of self-incompatible pollen. This is the first of a series of checkpoints as the
pollen tube grows through the pistil towards an ovule for sperm-cell release and fertilization
(reviewed in [3,4]).

The pollen grain surface is important for pollen capture and adhesion to a stigmatic papilla, and,
following contact, the surface pollen coat extrudes onto the stigmatic papilla to form a ‘pollen
foot’ [5]. The pollen coat is essential for successful pollen interactions with the dry stigma, and
the ‘pollen foot’ allows exchange of signals that lead to the activation of the basal compatible
pollen response pathway. Following compatible pollen recognition, the stigmatic papilla initiates
cellular responses to facilitate pollen hydration and pollen tube entry through the stigmatic
barrier. Previous studies on pollen mutants have shown that this is not merely a default inert
response, and there is an active recognition and response to compatible pollen (reviewed in
[2,6,7]). In addition, self-incompatible species in the Brassicaceae can activate a pathway to
reject self-pollen where pollen hydration is inhibited and pollen tube growth is arrested on the
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Glossary
ARM repeat-containing protein
ARC1: an E3 ubiquitin ligase that
targets substrates for ubiquitination.
The ubiquitinated proteins can then
be sent to the 26S proteasome for
degradation.
Autophagy: a process that delivers
cellular material to the vacuole for
destruction.
EXO70A1: belongs to the EXO70
gene family in plants and is required
in the stigma, together with the other
exocyst subunits, for accepting
compatible pollen. Exo70A1 is also a
target of the self-incompatibility
pathway.
Exocyst complex: a conserved
complex that consists of eight
subunits: SEC3, SEC5, SEC6, SEC8,
SEC10, SEC15, EXO84, and EXO70.
The exocyst complex acts as a tether
to dock vesicles to the plasma
membrane for fusion during regulated
or polarized secretion.
Glyoxalase 1 (GLO1): detoxifies
methylglyoxal in the cytoplasm. GLO1
is required in the stigma for accepting
compatible pollen, and is a target of
the self-incompatibility pathway in
Brassica.
M-locus protein kinase (MLPK): a
member of the receptor-like
cytoplasmic kinase family. MLPK
consists of cytoplasmic serine/
threonine kinase domain and is
targeted to the plasma membrane by
either an N-terminal hydrophobic
domain or an N-terminal
myristoylation modification.
Multivesicular bodies: organelles
than contain intraluminal vesicles.
S-locus protein 11/S cysteine-rich
peptide ligand (SP11/SCR): the
male determinant for self-
incompatibility. SP11/SCR is
expressed solely in anther tapetal
cells and localizes to the pollen
surface.
S receptor kinase (SRK): the
female determinant for self-
incompatibility that is solely
expressed in the stigma. SRK is
composed of an extracellular S-
domain, transmembrane domain, and
a cytoplasmic serine/threonine kinase
domain. SRK forms a homodimer
and binds to SP11/SCR in a S-
haplotype dependent manner.
S-haplotype: the SP11/SCR and
SRK genes are genetically linked and
have coevolved into a large series of
alleles to discriminate between self
and non-self-pollen. An S-haplotype

stigma surface (reviewed in [8,9]). Both the basal compatible and self-incompatible pollen
responses occur rapidly in the stigmatic papillae following pollen contact, and Dickinson [1]
proposed that self-incompatibility activates physiological responses in the stigma to shut down
compatible pollen responses that had been initiated. Data are now starting to emerge that more
clearly define the cellular mechanisms driving these two pathways in the Brassicaceae, and we
review here the recent literature investigating the basal compatible pollen response pathway,
discussing what is known and what remains unknown. The recent literature on the self-
incompatibility signaling pathway is also covered, including a discussion of what elements
appear to be conserved across the Brassicaceae family. Finally, models are presented to show
what is known about the cellular components of these pathways, and to illustrate how they
intersect in the stigmatic papillae to cause pollen acceptance or rejection.

Regulation of Pollen Hydration
Following compatible pollination, the surface pollen coat triggers cellular responses in the stigma
to transfer water to the desiccated pollen grain where the pollen then takes up water and
germinates (reviewed in [2,6,7]). The process of pollen hydration is rapid, and can be affected by
ambient humidity; however, the process of pollen germination is more tightly controlled. Experi-
ments testing for pollen hydration and germination of Arabidopsis thaliana pollen on various
surfaces, including glass coverslips, leaves, sepals, immature stigmas, and mature stigmas,
showed that at 65% relative humidity pollen grains could only hydrate on the stigmas. However,
at 100% humidity pollen could become hydrated on any of the surfaces tested but, importantly,
pollen grains did not germinate or adhere to non-reproductive surfaces [10]. Thus, this indicates
that other factors in the pollen–stigma interface are involved in promoting pollen germination. In
Brassica rapa, water uptake by the pollen grain is also a highly regulated process, and self-
incompatible pollen grains exhibit a variety of behaviors, the most common being no change
(pollen grains fail to hydrate) whereas compatible pollen grains consistently hydrate and
germinate [11]. Alternative behaviors for self-incompatible pollen included water uptake leading
to expansion followed by contraction, or a series of contractions or ‘pulses’ over a period of 30–
90 minutes. In any case, self-incompatible pollen grains failed to germinate, again perhaps owing
to the absence of other factors from the stigma [11].

Vesicle Trafficking and the Exocyst Complex in the Stigmatic Papillae
One of the early cellular events associated with pollen hydration and germination is vesicle
trafficking (see Glossary) in the stigmatic papilla. Previous ultrastructural studies on Brassica
oleracea stigmas hinted at the involvement of polarized secretion following pollination, where
vesicle-like structures were detected in the stigmatic papilla cell wall following treatment with
compatible pollen grains or pollen coat [1,5,12]. The location of vesicle-like structures in the
papilla cell wall was enigmatic because secretory vesicles would have been expected to fuse
with the papilla plasma membrane. More recent ultrastructural studies have shed some light on
these results, and Brassica napus papillae were found to have multivesicular bodies fusing to
the papilla plasma membrane towards the point of contact with the compatible pollen grain at
10 minutes post-pollination [13]. These multivesicular bodies would then release extracellular
vesicles into the cell wall, as observed by Elleman and Dickinson [12]. Interestingly, in response
to self-incompatible B. napus pollen, multivesicular bodies were observed in the vacuole instead
of the plasma membrane [13]. Thus, the Brassica ultrastructural data suggested that secretory
activity via multivesicular bodies was required for compatible pollen, and rejection of self-
incompatible pollen was mediated by destruction of the multivesicular bodies in the vacuole
(Figure 1A,B). Other ultrastructural changes documented in B. rapa papillae were vacuolar
movements towards the compatible pollen, and these correlated with the presence of an actin
cytoskeleton network oriented towards the compatible pollen grain [14]. In addition to vacuolar
movement, the polarized actin cytoskeleton might also guide secretion towards the pollen grain.
Self-incompatible pollen did not elicit these vacuolar changes, and a corresponding decrease in
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the number of actin filaments was seen in the stigmatic papillae [14]. Together with multivesicular
body trafficking, vacuolar movement may facilitate water release for pollen hydration.

Ultrastructural studies on pollen–stigma interactions for Arabidopsis lyrata and A. thaliana have
revealed some differences in the trafficking dynamics following compatible and self-incompatible
pollinations when compared to Brassica [13,15]. Instead of multivesicular bodies, A. lyrata and
A. thaliana stigmatic papillae displayed secretory vesicle-like structures fusing to the papilla
plasma membrane at 10 minutes following compatible pollinations. Whereas, in response to
self-incompatible pollen, secretory vesicle-like structures at the papilla plasma membrane were
absent (self-incompatible A. lyrata) or reduced (transgenic self-incompatible A. thaliana), and
autophagic bodies were present in the vacuoles [13,15]. Use of the autophagy marker GFP-
ATG8 confirmed that autophagy was induced with self-incompatible pollinations in A. lyrata
papillae, and blocking the degradative activity with the E-64 cysteine protease inhibitor resulted
in the accumulation of vesicle-like structures in the vacuole following self-incompatible pollina-
tions [13]. Thus, these studies revealed that autophagy is induced during self-incompatibility to
disrupt vesicle trafficking (Figure 1C,D). The ability of the self-incompatibility system to overcome
the basal compatible pollen response by disrupting secretory activity illustrates how these two
pathways are closely intertwined during pollen–stigma interactions.

Initial clues to factors mediating polarized secretion in the stigmatic papillae came from a screen
for proteins targeted by the ARM repeat-containing protein ARC1 E3 ligase in the self-
incompatibility pathway (described in more detail below). The EXO70A1 protein was identified
and shown to be required in the stigma for compatible pollen acceptance in both B. napus and
A. thaliana. Mutant stigmas with the knockdown (B. napus) or knockout (A. thaliana) of EXO70A1
displayed a constitutive pollen rejection phenotype [16]. Furthermore, secretory activity at the
plasma membrane was absent in these mutant stigmatic papillae following compatible polli-
nations [13]. EXO70A1 is a subunit of the exocyst complex which functions as a tethering
complex to mediate polar secretion in a variety of biological processes (reviewed in [17]). Given
the proposed roles of polarized secretion and the exocyst complex during the basal compatible
pollen response, the requirement for the remaining seven exocyst subunits (SEC3, SEC5, SEC6,
SEC8, SEC10, SEC15, and EXO84) was recently investigated [18]. Similarly to EXO70A1
mutants, transgenic A. thaliana with stigma-specific knockdown constructs for each subunit
displayed constitutive rejection of compatible pollen. In each case the exocyst subunit knock-
down in the stigma resulted in reduced pollen hydration, pollen adhesion, and seed set, which
supports the hypothesis that exocyst-mediated polarized secretion is necessary for compatible
pollen hydration and germination [18] (Figure 1A,C). Interestingly, high relative humidity (>80%
RH) can partially rescue these fertility defects in the sterile A. thaliana exo70A1-1 knockout
mutant as well as in the semi-sterile exocyst subunit knockdown lines [18,19].

Ca2+ Signaling in the Stigmatic Papillae
Ca2+ is a well-established signaling molecule in the growing pollen tube, and the pollen tube
relies on Ca2+ channels to uptake Ca2+ from the external environment to drive tip-focused
growth (reviewed in [20]). However, its role in the stigmatic papillae following pollination is less
well understood. Using transgenic A. thaliana expressing a Ca2+ sensor, small increases in
cytosolic Ca2+ levels were observed in the region of the papilla adjacent to the compatible pollen
at three distinct times corresponding to the stages of pollen hydration, germination, and pollen
tube penetration [21]. Given that increased Ca2+ levels can stimulate vesicle secretion [20], these
fluxes may be involved in the regulation of vesicle trafficking in the papillae towards the
compatible pollen grain. More recently, Iwano et al. [22] also showed that Ca2+ is exported
from A. thaliana and B. rapa papillae for uptake by germinating compatible pollen grains, but not
with self-incompatible B. rapa pollinations. Using transcriptomics to identify genes with
increased expression in A. thaliana stigmas following compatible pollinations, the Ca2+ ATPase

refers to a linked SP11/SCR and
SRK allele pair that confers self-
recognition.
Vesicle trafficking: molecules are
packaged in vesicles for transport to
the plasma membrane.
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Figure 1. Models for Signaling Pathways in the Stigmatic Papillae Following Pollinations with Compatible or Self-Incompatible Pollen. The models
illustrate conserved and unique features documented in Brassica and Arabidopsis species. (A,C) Basal compatible pollen response pathway in Brassica (A) and
Arabidopsis (C). The PCP-B pollen coat proteins are proposed to mediate the recognition of compatible pollen, but the corresponding receptor is unknown. Downstream
of this step in the papilla is the activation of secretion to the pollen grain via multivesicular bodies (MVBs) in Brassica or secretory vesicles in Arabidopsis. The ACA13 Ca2
+ATPase is one potential vesicle cargo. Other candidate cargos are factors to promote water release for pollen hydration and cell-wall modification for pollen tube
penetration. Small increases in cytosolic Ca2+ levels in the papilla have also been documented. Finally, GLO1 is required for its cellular function of detoxifying methylglyoxal
(MG). Question marks denote unknown steps. (B,D) Self-incompatibility pathway in Brassica (B) and Arabidopsis (D). With self-incompatible pollen, vesicle/MVB
formation is again initiated in the papilla. Simultaneously, the S-haplotype-specific pollen SP11/SCR ligand binds to the stigma SRK to activate the self-incompatibility
pathway to prevent secretion. MLPK and ARC1 are two downstream signaling proteins in this pathway, and EXO70A1 and GLO1 are targets for inhibition by the ARC1 E3
ligase. Cytosolic Ca2+ levels also rapidly rise in the papilla, and MVBs and vesicles are sent to the vacuole for degradation through the activation of autophagy. Question
marks denote other unknown signaling steps in the self-incompatibility response. (E) With dual pollinations, localized responses in the stigmatic papillae are proposed to
be present in Brassica and absent in Arabidopsis. Abbreviations: C, compatible; SI, self-incompatible.
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ACA13 was identified as a candidate Ca2+ pump for exporting Ca2+ [22]. ACA13 was shown to
be essential for compatible pollen acceptance responses because reduced pollen germination
was observed on aca13 mutant stigmas. Of particular relevance to vesicle trafficking, ACA13
was found to be localized to Golgi-associated vesicles and move to the plasma membrane
following pollination, making it an excellent candidate as membrane cargo in secretory vesicles
transported to the papilla plasma membrane [18,22] (Figure 1C).

Finally, Ca2+ dynamics were investigated following self-incompatible pollinations using trans-
genic self-incompatible A. thaliana expressing a Ca2+ sensor [23]. Self-incompatible pollinations
elicited a rapid increase in cytosolic Ca2+ levels in the papilla, with maximum levels reached at
�5 minutes post-pollination. Compared to the papilla Ca2+ fluxes seen with compatible polli-
nations, these increased Ca2+ levels were much larger. Similar cytosolic Ca2+ increases were
also detected when papilla protoplasts from transgenic A. thaliana and B. rapa stigmas were
treated with the specific pollen ligand to activate the self-incompatibility response (Figure 1B,D).
By testing a panel of channel blockers, Iwano et al. identified the glutamate receptor-like channel
(GLR) as a Ca2+ channel candidate channel for the Ca2+ influx leading to observed rapid Ca2+

increase. Furthermore, an A. thaliana homozygous mutant for one of the GLR genes, GLR3.7,
exhibited a reduced Ca2+ response, but this reduction was not sufficient to affect the rejection of
self-incompatible pollen (Figure 1D). The authors proposed that this might be due to an over-
lapping function with the tandemly linked GLR3.5 gene [23]. How the GLRs are potentially
activated by the self-incompatibility pathway and how this large Ca2+ influx interferes the basal
compatible pollen responses remains unknown (see Outstanding Questions).

Signaling Proteins: What Is Known and What Is Missing
The signaling proteins that initiate the basal compatible pollen response pathway in the stigma
are largely unknown (Figure 1A,C). The Brassicaceae pollen coat carries a diverse set of proteins
[24,25] including small peptides [26–30] that could potentially act as ligands for activating this
pathway, and recent work by Wang et al. [31] provides convincing data that PCP-B pollen coat
proteins have a role in this. The PCP-B proteins were first identified in purified B. oleracea pollen
coat proteins [31], and are related to the cysteine-rich peptide (CRP) class of secreted peptides
that function in several stages of plant reproduction (reviewed in [3,4,32]). Other pollen coat
CRPs include PCP-As that were previously implicated in pollen adhesion, and the pollen S-
locus protein 11/S cysteine-rich peptide ligand (SP11/SCR) for the self-incompatibility
pathway (reviewed in [6,8,9]). Four closely related PCP-B genes were identified in A. thaliana,
and when three of these PCP-B genes were knocked out the triple PCP-B mutant pollen
displayed impaired pollen hydration on wild-type A. thaliana stigmas. This was then followed by
delayed pollen tube emergence and growth [31]. The impaired pollen hydration of the PBP-B
triple mutant was rescued under high humidity conditions, indicating that the impairment was not
due to a developmental defect in the mutant pollen. Thus, the PCP-Bs represent excellent
candidate peptide ligands to initiate vesicle secretion and the transfer of water from stigmatic
papillae [31]. So far, no corresponding receptor(s) in the stigma has been identified.

By contrast, the self-incompatibility pathway in the Brassicaceae has been extensively studied to
uncover the signaling events leading to self-pollen rejection. This pathway is initiated, following
pollination, with the recognition of the pollen SP11/SCR ligand through binding to the stigma S
receptor kinase (SRK) (reviewed in [8,9]). The two loci are closely linked, allowing this system
to prevent inbreeding by rejecting self-pollen. Different SP11/SCR and SRK alleles have
coevolved into a series of S-haplotypes that encode corresponding ligand–receptor pairs.
Successful outcrossing occurs when the pollen-donor plant carries different S-haplotypes to the
pollen-recipient (i.e., pistil) such that the pollen SP11/SCR ligand cannot bind to the stigma SRK.
With self-incompatible pollen, there is S-haplotype-specific binding of SP11/SCR to SRK, and
SRK is then autophosphorylated [33–36] (Figure 1B,D). While the SRK extracellular domain is
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glycosylated on several sites, activation of SRK by SP11/SCR is not dependent on these N-
glycans, indicating that SP11/SCR binding is specified at the amino acid level [37]. For
downstream signaling proteins, several SRK interacting proteins have been identified [38–
41] with the M-locus protein kinase (MLPK) and the Armadillo repeat containing 1 E3 ligase
(ARC1) being the most extensively studied (reviewed in [8,18,42]) (Figure 1B,D). MLPK belongs
to the receptor-like cytoplasmic kinase family and has been shown to be phosphorylated by SRK
and is required in the stigma for the self-incompatibility pathway in B. rapa [41,43,44]. The
interaction of ARC1 with SRK is phosphorylation-dependent and, similarly to MLPK, acts as a
positive regulator of the self-incompatibility pathway, as demonstrated in B. napus, A. lyrata, and
transgenic A. thaliana [15,40,45,46]. With the recent discovery of significant cytosolic Ca2+

increases with self-incompatible pollinations [23], one previous interactor that may merit further
investigation is calmodulin, which was found to interact with the SRK kinase domain in a calcium-
dependent manner [38].

Signaling responses following MLPK activation are not known (Figure 1B), although it could
potentially phosphorylate downstream proteins including ARC1 [47]. ARC1 is a member of the
plant U-box (PUB) E3 ligase family [48] and was proposed to target compatibility factors for
ubiquitination and degradation [16,49] (Figure 1B,D). A screen for proteins interacting with ARC1
led to the identification of EXO70A1 which was shown to be required in the stigma for compatible
pollen acceptance in B. napus and A. thaliana [16]. While ARC1 binds to the SRK kinase domain
through its C-terminal ARM domain [40], the EXO70A1 interaction is mediated through a
predicted leucine zipper at the N-terminus of ARC1 [50]. Recently, a second ARC1 target
was identified in B. napus: glyoxalase 1 (GLO1), an enzyme which detoxifies methylglyoxal, a
byproduct of sugar metabolism in the cytoplasm [51]. Similarly to EXO70A1, GLO1 is required
for the acceptance of compatible pollen (Figure 1A); stigma-specific RNAi suppression of GLO1
resulted in a reduced basal compatible pollen acceptance, and overexpression caused a partial
breakdown of the self-incompatibility response [51]. Methylglyoxal (MG) is a highly reactive
compound and one toxic effect of increased MG is the accumulation of MG-modified proteins
(reviewed in [52,53]). Interestingly, both the MG-modified forms of GLO1 and EXO70A1 were
found to be much more efficient substrates for ubiquitination by ARC1. As predicted for an ARC1
substrate targeted for ubiquitination and degradation, GLO1 levels in the stigma were reduced
with self-incompatible pollinations. Thus, reducing GLO1 in the cytoplasm would then lead to
increased accumulation of MG, and MG toxicity associated with increased MG modification was
proposed to cause the destruction of compatibility factors [51] (Figure 1B). Finally, a J domain
protein 1 (JDP1) isolated from B. olercea was shown to interact with ARC1 and has been
proposed to regulate ARC1 subcellular localization to the plasma membrane [54].

Brassicaceae species include obligate outcrossers such as Brassica rapa and A. lyrata, but also
self-compatible species including A. thaliana which has lost its self-incompatibility trait owing to
pseudogenization of the SP11/SCR and/or SRK genes (reviewed in [8,42]). Widespread loss of
the ARC1 gene was also detected across a large number of A. thaliana ecotypes and other self-
compatible species [45]. While all ecotypes surveyed carried an ARC1 deletion, some of these
ecotypes still had an intact copy of the SP11/SCR or SRK genes, suggesting that the loss of
ARC1 occurred before the pseudogenization of SP11/SCR and SRK [45]. Reconstituting self-
incompatibility in A. thaliana by introducing the SP11/SCR, SRK, and ARC1 transgenes is a
valuable tool for studying the self-incompatibility pathway and has the potential to identify new
signaling proteins in this pathway [15,23,55,56]. While the Col-0 ecotype requires all three
transgenes to generate a strong self-incompatible phenotype and reduced seed set, other
ecotypes such as Sha and C24 can produce a strong self-incompatibility response with only the
SP11/SCR and SRK transgenes [15,55–57]. This provides additional support for the existence
of other unknown signaling events functioning downstream of SRK (discussed in [46,57,58])
(Figure 1B,D). Perhaps there are redundant functions between ARC1 and other PUB E3 ligases
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[59], or other unknown signaling proteins might function downstream of SRK, potentially
connected to the regulation of the GLRs and Ca2+ influx (see Outstanding Questions).

Local Rejection of Self-Incompatible Pollen? Brassica versus Arabidopsis
In B. oleracea, if a single stigmatic papilla is pollinated with both a self-incompatible pollen grain
and a self-compatible pollen grain, only the latter will hydrate and germinate [1,60]. However, if
the same experiment is performed with A. thaliana papillae, both pollen grains are inhibited
�70% of the time, and if the compatible pollen is applied 5 minutes after the incompatible pollen,
it consistently failed to germinate [23]. It is unclear whether these differential responses between
B. oleracea and A. thaliana (Figure 1E) are simply due to physiological differences in the stigmas
that lead to, for example, the slower pollen hydration rates observed for B. oleracea and B. rapa.
There are some subtle differences in the cellular responses between Brassica and Arabidopsis
that could potentially lead to the localized activation of each pathway in Brassica. Ivanov and
Gaude proposed that small ‘self-incompatibility domains’ enriched with SRK in a B. oleracea
papilla could lead to localized activation of this self-pollen rejection pathway, and allow a
compatible pollen grain adhered to the same papilla to germinate [61,62]. These localized
responses in the papilla would potentially result in either localized trafficking of multivesicular
bodies to the plasma membrane for the compatible pollen grain or multivesicular bodies being
sent away from the self-incompatible pollen grain to the vacuole [13,63]. Rea and Nasrallah
found that SRK when expressed in A. thaliana was evenly distributed around the papillar plasma
membrane and did not see any evidence of ‘self-incompatibility domains’ [64]. While it is still
conceivable that SRK could be locally activated in the Arabidopsis papilla, the rapid onset of
autophagy throughout the papilla with self-incompatible Arabidopsis pollinations makes it
difficult to envisage localized acceptance of compatible pollen [13].

Approaches to Identifying New Players
Some of the recent advances in identifying novel components in the basal compatible and self-
incompatible signaling pathways have come from proteomics and transcriptome profiling of
differentially pollinated stigma samples. For example, B. napus GLO1 was identified in a
proteomics study examining stigma proteins downregulated with self-incompatible pollinations
[51,65,66]. A. thaliana ACA13 was identified by microarray analysis for stigma-expressed genes
upregulated with compatible pollination [22]. Furthermore, the ACA13 study also identified
upregulated genes encoding two cell wall modifying enzymes, expansin and xyloglucan:xylo-
glucosyl transferase, that are good candidates for vesicle cargo and facilitating pollen tube
penetration in the basal compatible pathway [22]. RNA-Seq analyses have been conducted on
laser-microdissected stigmatic papilla RNA from A. thaliana, A. halleri, and Brassica rapa to
identify candidate genes with papilla-specific expression and conservation across all three
species [67]. Differential gene expression analyses were also conducted on B. napus stigmas
or A. thaliana laser-microdissected stigmatic papilla under three different conditions: unpolli-
nated, compatible pollinations, and self-incompatible pollinations [68,69]. In both studies,
stigma-expressed genes that were differentially regulated following compatible versus self-
incompatible pollinations were identified. As more of these datasets become publicly available,
they will provide a rich source of information for identifying new candidates to investigate in these
pathways (see Outstanding Questions).

Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives
In the Brassicaceae stigmatic papilla, the basal compatible pollen acceptance pathway and
the self-incompatibility pathway can function in tandem to carefully control whether to accept
or reject pollen. There is a now a fuller picture of the cellular events in the stigmatic papilla
following compatible pollination but there is still a gap in our knowledge of the steps upstream
and downstream of vesicle trafficking in the basal compatible pollen signaling pathway.
Upcoming challenges that need to be addressed include more fully deciphering the initial

Outstanding Questions
How does the stigma recognize a com-
patible pollen grain? Do the PCP-B
proteins represent the key pollen coat
ligands mediating compatible pollen
recognition, or are additional pollen
coat proteins also involved? What is
the corresponding receptor controlling
this specificity?

What is the molecular mechanism by
which exocyst-mediated vesicle traf-
ficking is triggered during compatible
pollen acceptance responses?

What are the contents of the vesicles
that are delivered to stigmatic papilla
plasma membrane underneath the
compatible pollen? How does the
transfer of these contents facilitate pol-
len hydration, germination, and pollen
tube penetration?

What is the function of the large Ca2+

influx in the self-incompatibility
response? Is it somehow connected
to ensuring that Ca2+ export to the
pollen grain is prevented? How are
the proposed GLRs activated for the
Ca2+ influx?

Is autophagy essential in the self-
incompatibility response and how is it
activated?

What are the unknown signaling com-
ponents in the self-incompatibility path-
way for the transgenic A. thaliana
ecotypes Sha and C24? Are these
unknown signaling components other
PUB E3 ligases that act redundantly
with ARC1, or are they novel signaling
proteins, and do they function in
other Brassicaceae self-incompatibility
pathways?
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signaling components activated by compatible pollen. The pollen coat PCP-Bs are excellent
candidates for the pollen ligand to initiate the basal compatible pollen acceptance pathway in
the papilla [31], but the corresponding receptor(s) in the stigmatic papilla is unknown. With
the large number of predicted plant receptor kinase genes [70], they are a promising class of
candidates, particularly because other secreted CRP peptides have been shown to bind to
receptor kinases in plant reproduction (reviewed in [3,4,32]). One potential characteristic of
this receptor may be that it does not have stigma-specific expression (like SRK) and is more
broadly expressed in other tissues. Given that A. thaliana pollen germination was found to be
restricted to reproductive tissues [10], this may seem to be counterintuitive. However,
support for this concept comes from the A. thaliana fiddlehead mutant that has a defective
cuticle with increased permeability. The mutant shoot epidermis was found to support pollen
hydration, germination, and pollen tube penetration into the cell wall, potentially due to small
pollen coat signaling molecules passing through the more permeable cuticle [71,72]. While
ACA13 is a clear candidate for vesicle cargo, other cargos such as lipases for pollen
hydration and cell wall modifying enzymes for pollen tube penetration still remain to be
conclusively identified. Insights into how the specificity of compatible pollen acceptance is
controlled on the stigma side may also further shed light into how the basal compatible
responses are overcome during self-incompatibility.

With self-incompatible pollen, autophagy has been detected in the papilla, but what remains to
be determined is how its activation is connected to other observed cellular events. For example,
the ubiquitination system is one way in which selective autophagy of vesicles is activated [73].
GLO1 inhibition in the self-incompatibility pathway leads to increased MG levels and, in animal
systems, increased MG is directly linked to autophagy activation or can cause increased reactive
oxygen species (ROS) that can in turn cause autophagy activation [74]. Thus, understanding the
role of autophagy in this process will further elucidate how the basal compatible pollen accep-
tance response is overcome by self-incompatibility. Overall, examining each of these two sides
of pollen–pistil interactions will provide exciting opportunities for understanding how signaling
during opposite cellular responses may be interconnected. Without a doubt, rapid changes
occurring during self-incompatible versus compatible pollen responses exist in a delicate
balance in the Brassicaceae, where the decision to trigger either signaling pathway is crucial
to successful plant reproduction.
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